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Star wars dark disciple

This page is about a non-production episode. You may be looking for the novel Star Wars: The Dark Apprentice, in which this episode was adapted. July 7, 2015 (Star Wars: Dark Apprentice) Previous Next Conspirators Save Vos, Part I Previous Next Conspirators Enemy of My Enemy Dark Apprentice is an unproductive episode of Star Wars: The Clone
Wars. It was adapted into Star Wars: Dark Disciple, the thirteenth and final release of Star Wars: The Clone Wars Legacy. It was released as such on July 7, 2015. The contents of the show Credits Crew Created and Executive Producer Producer By Cathy Lucas Matt Michnovetz Dave Filoni Gallery Concept Art Add Photography to this Gallery for other
purposes, see Matt Taylor (illustrated) Scott Beale (design) Del Rey (U.S.) Arrow Books Ltd. (UK) Her strength and vulnerability of Asaj Ventress sounded deeply with me. [...] I was in the throes of a bad breakup, and writing for Ventress and Vos was incredibly purifying for me. [...] At its core, the Dark Apprentice is a story of redemption; the story of how
people can be incredibly broken, and yet find a way to recover despite the difficulties. All of us are given the chance to change our lives over and over again, and we must seize these opportunities before they disappear. The novel is part of The Clone Wars Legacy multimedia initiative, as it is based on an eight-episode storyline that was written from the script
of star wars: Clone Wars, which includes episodes of Deadly Alliance, Mission, The Conspirators, Dark Apprentice, Save The Vos Part I, Save the Vos Part II, The Traitor and The Way. The scripts were not prepared as episodes before the cancellation of the show. The novel includes a foreword by Katie Lucas, one of the writers for the original episodes, and
skews toward adult readers. The audio edition of the book is narrated by Mark Thompson. A summary of publisherEdit HardcoverEdit Back coverEdit The only way to shoot down the most dangerous Sith warrior may be to join forces with the dark side. Dooku's inner flap continues its attacks. Stop him, we must, said Ioda solemnly. Finally, Mace spoke. The
question we are facing now is, who would strike a murder? In the war for control of the galaxy between the armies of the dark side and the Republic, the former Jedi Master turned ruthless Sith lord Count Dooku became increasingly violent in his tactics. Despite the strength of the Jedi and the military prowess of their army of clones, a huge number of victims
are avenging the terrible victims. And when Dooku orders the massacre of a flotilla of helpless refugees, the Jedi Council considers that he has no choice but to take decisive action: the man responsible for so many military atrocities, Count Dooku himself. But the eternally elusive Dooku is a dangerous prey even for the most experienced hunter. Thus, the
Council makes the bold decision to bring both sides of the Force to power by pairing the brash Jedi Knight, quinlan Vos, with the infamous One-See akolith asajj Ventress. Although the Jedi's distrust of the cunning assassin who once served on Dooku's side is still deeply rooted, Ventress's hatred of his former master runs deeper. She is more than ready to
lend her abundant talents to bounty hunter and assassin in search of Vos. Together, Ventress and Vos are the best hope of eliminating Dooku until the feelings between them hang their missions. But Ventress is determined to get retribution and finally let go of her dark Sith past. Balancing the complex emotions that she feels to Vos with the fury of the spirit
of her warrior, she decides to claim victory on all fronts - a vow that will be ruthlessly tested by her mortal enemy ... and her own doubts. PaperbackEdit In the war for control of the galaxy between the armies of the dark side and the Republic, the former Jedi Master turned ruthless Sith lord Count Dooku became increasingly violent in his tactics. And when he
orders the massacre of helpless refugees, the Jedi Council sees no choice but to take decisive action: to target the coldest, the bloodied disciple of the Empire for murder. But Dooku is a dangerous prey, so the council decides to lead both sides of the Force to bear - to combine the brash Jedi Knight quinlan Vos with the infamous ex-Sith acolyte asajj
Ventress. Through the Jedi's distrust of the cunning assassin who once served Dooku, still deep, Ventress's hatred for his former master deepens. Determined to take revenge and let go of his Sith past, Ventress must balance his growing feelings for Vos with the fury of his warrior's spirit - and decides to claim victory on all fronts. This is a vow that will be
mercilessly tested by her mortal enemy... and her own doubts. The discovery of crawlEdit DARK DISCIPLE For years, a galaxy of the entire conflict known as the Clone Wars raged. The struggle between the legitimate government of the Galactic Republic and the Confederation of Independent Systems has claimed the lives of countless billions. Armed by the
Jedi, for millennia the guardians of peace in the galaxy, were thwarted at almost every turn by the separatists and their leader, the Sith Lord Count Dooku. With the war showing no signs of ending, and the loss of grief-ing every day, the Jedi must consider all possible means of defeating their cunning enemy. Whether any means are too unthinkable, and
some allies are too unreliable, has not yet been revealed ... Plot summaryEdite ExpositionEdit In the Republic ship escaped Mahrani, Asha-Nyamal, runs away from her family as she wants revenge After evading the clone trooper, she reaches the bridge where she sees Jedi General Chubor, pleading with Count Dooku with a hologram to allow the refugees
to flee. After he said that he knew the conversation was being transferred back to the Jedi Council, Dooku ordered the ships to be destroyed. The attack on Mahrani was witnessed by the Jedi Council. This pushes them to a morally dubious solution - as suggested by Master Mace Windu: to kill Count Dooku and thus put an end to the Clone Wars. Master
Obi-Wan Kenobi offers the quinlan Vos for this task, despite being against this decision. The partnership with Asajj VentressEdit Meanwhile Master Vos, disguised as Tal, along with Mahran Jedi Knight Akar-Desha, thwarts a black market operation in the Otor Hub run by merchant Koorivar Scheib Valaad. Back in Coruscant, they receive news of the
separatist attack on Mahrani and a message from Kenobi asking Vos to attend a meeting with the Jedi Council. At the meeting, the Jedi Council informs the queen of his plans to kill Count Dooku. Vos accepts the mission, but insists that he be accompanied by a satellite. Master Yoda recommends Nightsister and failed Sith apprentice Asajj Ventress as a
partner of Vosa. After all, Vos reluctantly agrees to the mission and promises to contact Ventress. After the meeting, Vos goes to level 1313 Coruscant to find out the whereabouts of Ventress. In a run-down bar, the Jedi, undercover, meet several bounty hunters who are familiar with Ventress, including Trandoshan Bossk and the son of the late Django Fett
Boba Fett. Fett says that Ventress took up work on the planet Pantor, chasing a fugitive wolf named Ressie. Using this information, Vos goes to Pantor, where he came across the hunt Ventress. Thanks to the arrival of the city, Segegi managed to escape. After a tense reunion, Vos and Ventress joined forces to capture Deji. Vos later met Ventress in her
starship Banshee. There, undercover Jedi pretended to be a bounty hunter who was interested in partnering with Ventress. Believing that Vos could become a bounty hunter despite his irritating behavior, Ventress reluctantly agreed to accept him as her partner. Vos spent the next two weeks aboard Ventress' Banshee training and conducting several hunts
together, usually involving underworld contracts and outlaw targets. Once, Vos saved Ventress's life by using the Force to dislodge the blaster from Vicky's hand; allowing Ventress to finish it off. On their fifth hunt together, the two bounty hunters worked together to capture the estranged former first assistant captain of the Order of Bloody Bones Lassa Reim.
Ventress managed to lure the fugitive using her feminine charms. As part of the payment, Reime gave them a bottle of Tevraki whisky, which two enjoyed it together. While drinking, Vos Vos Ventress prod with information about her training but she remained tight-lipped. The two hunters also began to have feelings for each other. Later, while Ventress visited
Coruscant 1313 to make changes to Banshee, Vos took the opportunity to also meet with Kenobi to discuss the progress of their mission. Ever since Vos established a relationship with Ventress, Kenobi encouraged his Fellow Jedi to find a way to motivate her against Dooku. While on Coruscant, Ventress agreed to work for Pyke Syndicate, a powerful cartel
of drug dealers and spice dealers that was based on the rocky planet Oba Dia. Pyke Syndicate boss Marg Cream has instructed two bounty hunters to save his wife Tezza Cream and their two children Laali and Vram, who were kidnapped by a rival Black Sun crime syndicate. The Black Sun held his family captive in their fortress on the volcanic world of
Mustafar. Traveling to Mustafar, they rented two lava fleas and visited a bar called The Last Resort. There, they approached a Falleen Black Sun security guard and forced him to divulge information about Pike's hostages. Two hunters managed to penetrate the fortress of the Black Sun through an open balcony. They managed to save Cream's two children,
but they were unable to find their mother. Chased by black sun clockwork, two hunters and children fled on their lava fleas through a lava stream. While Ventress and Laali managed to jump on their lava flea mountain, the blaster bolt hit quinlan in the back; forcing Vram to lose its grip and fall into the lava flow. However, the secret Jedi used their force to
dislocate the boy to safety. Back in Banshee, two bounty hunters developed a plan to rescue Tezzka, while Ventress treated Vos's wounds. Using his psychometric abilities, Vos touched Laali's medallion and discovered that her mother Tezza was still in the fortress and was a prisoner of the Black Sun leader, Syton Moja. While Ventress entered the fortress
under the guise of a negotiator, Vos managed to free Tezza from her cell. After fighting Moi and his men, the two hunters managed to escape from Mustafar to Banshee with the Krim family. Back in Both Dia, Marg Crimea awarded Ventress a double salary. When they left the planet, the two hunters witnessed the Black Sun's fleet emerge from hyperspace to
settle scores with the Pike Syndicate. Unable to help Pikes, Vos and Ventress had no choice but to escape into hyperspace. Joining forces against DookuJait, burdened with guilt that he had failed to protect the Krim family, he confessed that he was a Jedi from Asajge Ventress. However, Ventress was already aware of this fact, as she had witnessed him
use his forces to save himself and Vram during their previous antics on Mustafar. Vos also told Ventress that the Jedi Council had sent him to kill Dooku also wanted him to enlist the support of Ventress. After respecting Vos and seeing an opportunity to strike back at her former Master, Ventress agreed to help, but warned Vos that killing the separatist leader
was impossible without listening to the dark side of the Force. Later, Vos informed Kenobi of this new development in their murder plot. However, Kenobi cautioned his fellow Master to fear the manipulative nature of Ventress. However, he insisted that he could trust her at the moment. To begin teaching Vos in the dark side, Ventress took him to his native
world of Datumir, a planet that was strong in the dark side. While in the company of Ventress, Vos learned of her origins, including enslavement, apprenticeship in the plight of Jedi Knight Ki Narek, her subsequent apprenticeship and quarrel with Count Dooku, and the loss of her Fellow Night Sister. During his apprenticeship, Vos developed a romantic
relationship with Ventress, but struggled to escape the full embrace of the dark side of the Force. Trying to bring Vos closer to the dark side, Ventress claimed that Dooku had killed his later master Hill; when she was actually the real culprit. Under the tutelage of Ventress, Vos underwent a rigorous training regime that was designed to expose his culture to
The Nightisters, while enhancing his strength, endurance, morale and force of the Force. Ventress later received a message from one of her informants, Gossam Sumdin, that Dooku was planning to visit Raxus Second, the planet of Tion's hegemony. As part of his latest trial, Vos was to kill a sleeping, almost extinct crustacean creature that inhabited a
number of pools near the former village of Nightsisters. Despite his initial insensitivity, Vos managed to kill the Sleeping Man and he passed the trial; completing his dark side of training. After Vos was unable to meet at their pre-arranged level 1313 bar, Kenobi met with Ioda to discuss his fear that something was wrong with the quinlan. Ioda assured Kenobi
that Vos had gone through many covert missions and knew what he was doing. He also suggested that sometimes it was necessary to go the dark way to better appreciate the bright side. Meanwhile, Ventress and Vos go to Raxus, where they meet with his informant Sumdin. Vos is terrified when Asajj kills Sumdin to prevent the leak of secrets about their
mission. The two hunters then make their way to a large square when Count Dooku gives a patriotic speech to a large crowd. The Count is accompanied by the commander of the separatist forces, General Grievous. After the performance, the two parts of the company during a visit to a big public holiday. Ventress takes the opportunity to sneak up on his
estranged former host Dooku, who laughs with the crowd. Not wanting to call public challenged Dooku to meet her in plain sight for a fair fight later that night. Dooku agreed, and they broke up. In secret, however, Dooku secretly contacted General Grievous and instructed him to meet him in full view with reinforcements. Before Grievous can join the Count,
he is attacked by the Earl and defeats Grievous and his battle droids. On the look of Ventress and Vos engage Dooku in a lightsaber duel. After Dooku managed to knock out Ventress by throwing her into a stone bench, he attacked the Sith Lord, who teased him about his flirtation with the dark side. After a fierce duel, Vos defeated Dooku, who disables him
with the Force's lightning. Grievous arrives with droid reinforcements to apprehend the intruders, but Asajju managed to escape to the sewers. Meanwhile, he was captured by Dooku. Rescue of the separatists, he was transported to Serenno. There he was locked in a cell, where he was tortured by Count Dooku, who also intended to complete The Way's
journey to the dark side. Back at the Jedi Temple, Vusa-Jedi's colleagues worried about his safety and feared that he had died or strayed from the bright side. Meanwhile, Asajj Ventress went to the Chalmuna Cantina Cosmodrome on Tatooine, where she enlisted the support of several bounty hunters, including Boba Fett, Bosska, Latts Razzie, C-21
Heisinger, and Embo for the mission to save the queen. Back on Serenno, Dooku managed to turn Vos against Ventress by showing a hologram showing that she had killed his late Master Of the Hill. Dooku's version of events was confirmed when Vos used his psychometric abilities to touch the Holm lightsaber. Soon, Asajj and her bounty hunter allies
arrived on Serenno to rescue the quinlan vos. As part of their plan, bounty hunters sabotaged Dooku's combat droids. Meanwhile, Ventress was taken to Dooku Palace, where she met the vengeful Vos in his cell. Infuriated by Ventress for lying about his role in the murder of his master, Vos attacked the Night Sister with his lightsaber. Ventress tried to reason
with her former pupil, telling him not to let the dark side dominate him and reminding him of their mission to kill Dooku. Unable to save Vos, Ventress was forced to retreat with her bounty hunter accomplices. When they left, she saw Vos walking with Dooku, revealing that he had become Dooku Sith's new disciple. Distraught, Ventress returned to Coruscant,
where she reported Kenobi falling to the dark side. Over the next few months, Asajj pined his time, taking on various bounty hunting jobs. Trying to cope with the rejection of quinlan, Ventress turned to alcohol. Meanwhile, Vos became Dooku's new right-hand man in the separatist hierarchy and was nicknamed Admiral Enigma. At some point with Asage
Comrade Desh, who was sent by Kenobi to bring her to a Jedi Council meeting to discuss the issue of saving Vosa from the separatists. The Jedi Council received intelligence that Admiral Enigma was last seen on a Providence-type dreadnought. In exchange for her recovery, the Jedi offered to pardon her for crimes against them and the Republic. The
inclusion of Asajja was controversial among some Jedi, notably Windu and Skywalker. However, Kenobi and Ioda stood up for her. Ventress agreed to the deal and took part in the rescue operation. After fighting Dooku and his combat droids, Ventress and the Jedi rescue team managed to free Vous from his cell in the brig. Ventress found the emaciated and
half-naked Vos hanging from the axis. While the comrades of the Vusa Jedi were released to save his comrade, Asajj saw with fury how The Eyes of Vousa flickered, and realized that he had fully embraced the dark side. Ventress tried to attack her former lover, but kenobi was restrained. After the liberation of Vos, Ventress and the Jedi escaped from the
separatist dreadnought aboard their starship Banshee. Back at the Jedi Temple, Ventress was officially pardoned by Iodine for her crimes. However, the news was bittersweet for Asaj, as no Jedi believed that Vos had changed his side with the separatists. Vos tried to reconcile with Ventress, but she rebuffed him. Meanwhile, Skywalker discussed his
suspicions about Ventress with his secret wife Padma Amidala. Still suspicious of the former Darke Sider, he suggested that Ventress had seduced Vos on the dark side, and expressed skepticism that she was capable of showing love. Enemy in RanksEdit While fellow Jedi quinlan Vos argue in private about whether he has succumbed to the dark side, Vos
and his fellow Jedi take part in a mission to steal medicine, weapons, food and ship repair units from the base of the asteroid separatists. For this mission, Vos is accompanied by his friend Akar-Desha, Kenobi, Skywalker, and clone commander Cody. However, the separatists have already planted the asteroid with explosives. Vos and his fellow Jedi and
republics managed to escape, but all supplies were destroyed. After a failed mission, Vos meets Asajj Ventress at coruscant's bar, where he confirms his love for her and forgives her for killing Master Holm. He promises to formalize his relationship with her after helping the Jedi destroy Count Dooku. Later, he takes part in a mission with Kenobi, Skywalker,
and Cody to destroy the separatist listening post. However, when they arrive, they discover that the station has already been abandoned. Meanwhile, Desh visited the site of a former separatist asteroid base and found evidence that there was a traitor in the ranks of the Jedi who leaked information to the separatists. Suspecting that two incidents were not
accidental, Yoda arranged a private meeting with Vos and felt that he had indeed fallen to the dark side. Ioda discusses his findings with his Jedi Council colleagues, who hatch a plan to test Vousa's loyalty by sending him on a mission to kill Count Dooku. Kenobi is instructed to look after Vos and execute him if his true loyalty is revealed. After receiving the
task, Vos informs Ventress of his new mission to kill Count Dooku. After some controversy, Vos agrees to allow Ventress to accompany him. At a briefing of the Jedi Council, the Council agreed to allow Ventress to accompany Vos on his mission after she reported that Dooku would travel to Christophsis on a separatist dreadnought. Together, Vos and
Ventress travel to Banshee in Christophsis, where they discover dooku dreadnought among the separatist fleet. Meanwhile, Skywalker and Kenobi tail Vos from the captured separatist shuttle and managed to infiltrate the Dreadnought Dooku. After landing in the dreadnought with the help of reprogrammed battle droids, two Jedi Vos witnesses engaged
Dooku in a lightsaber duel. However, Vos cannot kill the Count and instead forces Dooku to lead him to his mysterious master, Darth Sidious. Realizing that their suspicions about Vos' loyalty were confirmed, Skywalker and Kenobi had no choice but to arrest Vousa and Dooku. After capturing two Dark Siders, Kenobi and Skywalker bring their captives to the
Venator Star Destroyer. Despite the best efforts of Commander Cody to protect the prisoners, Vos steals Desh to approach him and steal his lightsaber. He then uses it to free himself and Dooku. During his escape, Vos killed his former friend Desh and Chagrian Jedi Knight Kav Bayons. Vos and Dooku then escaped with Ventress aboard Banshee.
Showdowns at ChristophsisEdit Ventress tried to land Banshee on Dreadnought Dooku, but vigilance gives chase and manages to damage the ship. As a result, Ventress is forced to crash the land of Banshee on Christophsis. Kenobi, Skywalker, and several clone troopers explored the wreckage of Banshee and concluded that the fugitives survived.
Meanwhile, Ventress, Vos and the seriously wounded Dooku move through the crystal-covered landscape of Christophsis to reach a nearby separatist base. Kenobi secretly contacts Ventress and informs the former Night Sister about the fall of Vos. He also instructs her to convince him to surrender, otherwise they will kill him. When Ventress confronts Vos
about this revelation, he convinces her that he is close to completing his mission, but does not reveal her purpose. Meanwhile, Windu orders Kenobi and Skywalker to execute the fugitives. Ventress, Vos and Dooku finally arrive at the separatist base, built into a giant crystal pillar. There they get the word that Darth Sidious wants talk to his pupil Dooku.
During a brief conversation with the hologram, Dooku pleaded with his master to send the ship to Christophsis to evacuate him. However, Vos cannot learn of the true identity of Darth Sidios. Soon the separatist base was bombed by clone soldiers of the Republic and Renaissance 170 fighters. Despite Windu's orders, Kenobi still insists that the fugitives are
not harmed. Despite Anakin's objections, the former Master and Apprentice went to the separatist base to find Vosa and Dooku. During the bombardment of the Republic of Ventress, he was seriously wounded by artillery fire and falling debris. Vos helps his wounded lover as they try to follow Dooku and complete his mission. Meanwhile, Anakin and Kenobi
order a cease-fire to infiltrate the fortress and kill Dooku. Back in the fortress, Ventress confronted quinlan about his falling to the dark side and levelling with Dooku. After some inconsistency, Vos admitted that it was true. Soon Dooku is attacked by the Force Lightning. However, in a selfless act of sacrifice, Asajge pushed away Vous and took the full force of
Dooku's attack. Dooku then tries to goad quinlan in killing him but Vos refuses to give in a dark side and confirms that he is a Jedi. While Vos reconciles with Ventress in her final moments, Dooku takes advantage of the opportunity to escape. The denouement of Edit After the events on Christophsis, quinlan Vos surrendered to Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin
Skywalker, who brought him back to Coruscant. There, in the presence of the Jedi Council, Vos confessed that he embraced the dark side and joined Count Dooku to use Dooku to get to Darth Sidios, and thus eliminate the two Sith Lords once and for all. He claimed responsibility for all the crimes and damages he had committed during Dooku's service and
for the murder of two of his Jedi comrades, Desh and Bayon, and clone troopers aboard vigilante. Vos also defended the late Asaj Ventress for bringing him back into the world and giving her life to save him from Dooku. During the hearing, Kenobi stated that it was foolish for the Jedi Council to consider using killing tactics to remove Count Dooku because
he had brought only one close to the dark side. He also defended Ventress as a friend of the Jedi. After the trial, Vos was pardoned for a crime against the Jedi and the Republic. Kenobi also accompanied Vos to Dathumir to bury Ventress. Together, the two Jedi laid down the Night Sister to relax in a dark pool next to the abandoned Village of the Night
Sisters. When Ventress's body entered the water, the pool turned green. DevelopmentEdit Ventress has become one of the most interesting characters... we had all this stuff, we had all these projects... This is based on the scripts we wrote with George Lucas... I'm very excited about this book. (Dave Filoni) Announced July 25, 2014 at San Diego Comic-Con,
the Star Wars panel of Del Rey that prominently featured the novel New Dawn. The author was announced as Christy Golden, who adapted the scripts, which were co-written with series producer George Lucas, for what would have been the seventh season of The Star Wars: The Clone Wars before its cancellation. According to Jennifer Heddle, the novel is
skewed toward an adult audience, with Pablo Hidalgo saying that the novel could explore the characters deeper than the television series was able to. The first illustration of the novel was developed as a conceptual art for the animated series. On September 25, 2014, StarWars.com launched a new section on the so-called The Clone Wars Legacy, a
multimedia project to release other unproproducible Clone Wars scripts in various media outlets. The site revealed the title of Golden's novel as Dark Disciple, named after one of the adapted episodes, and also contained a gallery with conceptual art from the episodes. Although the gallery listed the story as a four-century arc, Del Rey editor Shelley Shapiro
later stated that the novel was based on eight episodes in total. Golden confirmed the number via Twitter, saying the eight episodes represented one, lengthy story arc. The episodes were cited as Deadly Alliance, Mission, Conspirators, Dark Apprentice, Save Vos Part I, Save Vos Part II, The Traitor and The Way. The episodes were written by Katie Lucas,
lead writer Matt Michnovetz, and series supervisor Dave Filoni. Golden received animatics for the first four episodes and scripts for all eight of them. Del Rey editor Erich Schoeneweis was the first to announce the novel in July 2015. The Amazon.com release date was July 7, while the UK album's release date was July 9. On December 9, 2014,
StarWars.com unveiled the cover of Matt Taylor's novel. On January 16, 2015, Golden announced that she had finished the novel and handed it over to her editor, and was finishing the second project on February 24. In an interview published on March 11, Shelley Shapiro admitted that she had just finished working on the novel. The novel included a
foreword by Katie Lucas, one of the authors of the original episodes. Golden also wrote a prequel to a story called Kindred Spirits, which was published in Star Wars Insider 159 and later included in the Dark Disciple press release. The continuity name of Edith Yularen is incorrect on page 236. ReceptionEdit Roman debuted on the New York Times bestseller
list at number 17. MediaEdit EditionsEdit ISBN 9780345511539; Del Rey, July 7, 2015, 336-page asin B00-AUXXW hardcover; Random House Audio, July 7, 2015, 11 p.m., 12 minutes of audio ISBN 9781780893744; Century, July 9, 2015, 320-page hardcover ISBN 978009958013; Cornerstone, March 31, 2016, 400-page paperback ISBN 9780606385183;
Turtleback Books, March 1, 2016, 384-page library mandatory Library GalleryEdit Comic-Con reveal bannerCoverGerman, Shelerin der dunklen SeiteCzech, Usha temnotyBack coverCover cover without textAdd photo in this gallery AppearancesEdit BibliographyEdit Notes and linksEdit External LinksEdit star wars the clone wars dark disciple. star wars dark
disciple pdf. star wars dark disciple audiobook. star wars dark disciple read online. star wars dark disciple review. star wars dark disciple read online free. star wars dark disciple book. star wars dark disciple hardcover
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